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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes a new, innovative, wideband antenna design which is short
compared to wavelength and has an omni-directional radiation pattern that is theta polarized.
This type of antenna is important on many devices that require a low profile antenna design.
One particular example is an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV).
To investigate this problem commercially available programs, Feko Suite 5.1 and
Microwave Studio (MWS) were used in conjunction with a genetic algorithm(GA). Using
these two modeling software packages previously researched antenna designs were modeled
and experimental prototypes were fabricated for verification.
The new antenna design proposed is a shorted top hat mono cone design that is λ /14.7
tall and displays a larger bandwidth, 3:1, than current low profile antennas found in literature.
The design was optimized using a GA and MWS. To verify the results, the antenna was
prototyped and tested. The tested results yielded a comparison of S11 and an antenna pattern,
which matched simulated results. Furthermore, a link budget analysis was completed
verifying that the final design performs equally well or better than currently used UAV
antennas.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Motivation
The Applied Research Laboratory (ARL) was tasked with designing, building, and
testing a new low profile, theta polarized, wideband antenna for use on an unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV). ARL’s main contribution to the project was the antenna design, optimization,
and testing. A subcontractor, Kuchera Defense Systems (KDS), built the antenna and
radome.
One of the contributing factors to the need for a low profile, wideband antenna is the
available real estate on a UAV. A UAV can have a wingspan as small as a couple of meters,
so the antenna size and weight are very important. The goal was to replace multiple large
monopole antennas with a single short antenna. The typical antennas in use on a UAV are
whip antennas, which are λ / 4 tall and have a 1.1:1 bandwidth. These types of antenna are
very effective for narrow frequency communication; however, they lack the bandwidth
necessary for broadband communication systems. Instead of having to replace multiple whip
antennas on a UAV on a per mission basis, it is desirable to have a single, low profile
antenna which can cover multiple frequency bands.
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1.2 Scope of This Thesis
In this thesis, the design of a new, low profile genetically optimized antenna design is
presented. The final design is a shorted, top hat, mono cone design. The antenna is λ /14.7
tall and has a 3:1 bandwidth. This means that the UAV would need at least 12 whip antennas
just to cover the same bands as the proposed design. Also, these 12 antennas would protrude
farther from the UAV’s surface compared to the proposed antenna. With the proposed design
multiple antennas could be replaced with a single element which would be shorter, streamline
and lightweight.

1.3 Thesis Organization
Chapter Two is an overview of basic antenna concepts, which were used in the design
of the proposed antenna. Chapter Three presents antenna modeling efforts of current low
profile antennas found in literature. Chapter Three also includes a literature review of current
wideband antenna designs. Chapter Four is a description of the design steps taken that led to
the final antenna design. Chapter Five compares the results of a link budget analysis
comparing the proposed antenna design to a monopole. Chapter Six provides a conclusion
and ideas for future antenna development.
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Chapter 2: ANTENNA BASICS

2.1 Antenna Basics
Antenna characteristics important in this design include its pattern, polarization, gain,
and reflection coefficient ( S11 ). For the purposes of this study, bandwidth is defined over the
frequency range when S11 < −10 dB. A theta polarized antenna is desired and the antenna
gain should be maximum at the horizon.
A quarter wave monopole is commonly used on a UAV, so it is a good starting point
for comparing new designs. The monopole is along the on z axis. Figure 1 is used to define
the coordinate system: θ , φ , azimuth, and elevation. In Figure 2, a monopole is modeled
using Feko Suit 5.1 [1]. The monopole is placed over an infinite ground plane and modeled
with a maximum wire segmentation length of λ / 20 and wire radius of 1mm. The wire
segmentation and radius is important since the Feko method of moments solver was used.
The monopole was designed to have a center frequency of 2.0 GHz, or λ = 15 cm.
Figure 3 is a plot of the input reflection coefficient, S11 , of the monopole. Assuming a
feed impedance of 50 ohms S11 is defined as:

S11 =

Z in − Z o
Z in + Z o

where:

Z in = The input impedance of the antenna, and
Z o = The reference impedance (50 ohms).

(1.1)
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Figure 3 shows that the monopole radiates from 1.9 GHz to 2.1 GHz or where S11 ≤ -10 dB.
The bandwidth of the antenna is determined in one of two ways. The fractional
bandwidth is determined as:

FBW (%) =

f h − fl
*100
fc

(1.2)

where:
f h = Highest operating frequency,
fl = Lowest operating frequency, and
f c = Center operating frequency
and the bandwidth ratio as:
BWR =

fh
fl

(1.3)

For wideband antennas, equation (1.3) is typically used because the fractional bandwidth is
over 100%. For the monopole in Figure 2, the FBW = 9% and the BWR = 1.09:1.
The antenna pattern as seen in Figure 4 is constant in the xy plane. Since it is constant,
a monopole is considered an omni-directional radiating element. The maximum of the pattern
occurs directly in the XY plane and has a gain of 5.2 dB when modeled over an infinite
ground plane.
The last critical aspect of the monopole antenna is that it is theta polarized. In this
particular example, the electric field only has a z component. This is especially important
when determining the amount of power transferred between two antennas. For example, if a
transmit monopole antenna is oriented in the z direction and a receive monopole antenna is
oriented in the z direction, they are both theta polarized and have no loss due to polarization
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mismatch. However, if the receive antenna were oriented such that the monopole lies
completely in the XY plane, there would be theoretically no power transferred since the two
antennas are completely polarization mismatched. The polarization loss factor is:

PLF =| eˆi ⋅ eˆr |2

(1.4)

where
eˆi , eˆr = Incident wave and receive antenna polarization unit vector respectively.
The ratio of power received over power transmitted by two antennas in free space separated
by distance r can be written as:
Pr ⎛ λ ⎞
=⎜
⎟ ( Gt Gr ) PLF
Pt ⎝ 4π r ⎠

(1.5)

where
Gt , Gr = Gain of transmitter and receiver, respectively.
For this study, S11 is desired to be below -10 dB from 800 MHz to 2.4 GHz. The
antenna should be theta polarized with a constant antenna pattern at the horizon, theta equal
to 90 degrees. By creating this type of antenna, the link budget between the UAV and ground
station will be optimized.

(a) Theta ( θ ) and Phi ( φ )

(b) Azimuth (Az) and Elevation (El)

Figure 1. Coordinate system in use.
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Figure 2. Monopole over an infinite ground plane modeled in Feko.

Figure 3. S11 of a monopole modeled in Feko.
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Figure 4. Monopole pattern over an infinite ground plane from Feko.

2.2 Finite Ground Plane Effects

In section 2.1, the monopole was modeled using an infinite ground plane. Typically this
assumption is allowable because the antenna will be mounted over a large conducting object
which is much larger than λ. In the case when an antenna is mounted on a UAV, which is
typically not composed of a large conducting surface, the finite ground plane must be taken
into account. The ground plane affects not only the antenna pattern, but S11 as well. As shown
in [3], as the ground plane becomes increasingly smaller, in particular when the ground plane
approaches λ, S11 and the antenna pattern differ significantly from those associated with an
infinite ground plane solution.
The antenna pattern is also affected by the shape of the ground plane. Since an omnidirectional radiating antenna is desired, the ground plane shape should also be considered.
Feko is used to model a simple monopole on an infinite, circular, and square ground plane.
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The square and circular ground planes have a diameter and edge length of 10λ . Figure 2
shows the geometry of the problem, where the infinite ground is replaced in subsequent tests.
Figure 4 is the far field pattern of a monopole over an infinite ground plane. In Figure 4
the pattern’s maximum lies in the same plane as the ground plane. Figure 5 is the antenna
pattern of a monopole placed above a circular ground plane. The pattern is omni-directional
in azimuth, and the main beam squints away from the ground plane. Figure 6 is the antenna
pattern of a monopole placed over a square ground plane. The antenna pattern is now
scalloped in azimuth and the main beam has squinted away from the ground plane. The
scalloping of the main beam is similar to that of the square and circular aperture antenna as
presented in Balanis [4]. The scalloping effects are present with a square aperture and not
present with a circular aperture. The antenna pattern for each of these cases is directly related
to the current distribution across the face of the ground plane / aperture. Understanding the
effects of the finite ground plane is useful in creating an omni directional antenna. The use of
a finite ground to “correct” the antenna pattern will be shown in section 4.5.
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Figure 5. Monopole pattern over a finite circular ground plane modeled in Feko.

Figure 6. Monopole pattern over a finite square ground plane modeled in Feko showing
the effects of scalloping.
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2.3

Experimental Monopole

A Microwave Studio (MWS) model and experimental prototype were created to
validate the Feko modeled monopole antenna (Figure 2). Figure 7 is a λ / 4 monopole
modeled in MWS over an infinite ground plane. Figure 8 is a picture of the experimental
monopole. The experimental model was built with an SMA connector soldered to the back of
a 15 cm by 15 cm ground plane with a 3.7 cm 22 AWG wire soldered to the feed pin. Figure
9 compares measured S11 results to those calculated by MWS and Feko. MWS had results
that were significantly different than Feko and the measured prototype results. The error is
most likely caused by the meshing at the feed in MWS. Figure 10 is the far field pattern
generated by MWS. Comparing this to Figure 4, it is seen that MWS and Feko generate
similar far field radiation patterns.

Figure 7. Modeled Monopole in MWS.
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Figure 8. Experimental Monopole.

Figure 9. S11 from Feko, MWS, and Experimental Monopole.
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Figure 10. Pattern of a Monopole Modeled in MWS.

2.4

Summary of Antenna Characteristics

This section shows that the simulated models agree with the experimental
measurements. A finite ground plane causes the maximum gain of the antenna to squint as a
function of theta away from the ground plane. The shape and size of the ground plane also
effects S11 and the antenna pattern. As will be shown in subsequent sections, a genetic
algorithm (GA) will be used to optimize the antennas pattern and S11 to achieve a low profile
wideband design which incorporates the effects of a finite ground plane.
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Chapter 3: CURRENT LOW PROFILE DESIGNS

3.1

Introduction to Low Profile Antennas

The new antenna was developed after carefully analyzing antennas presented in the
literature. Section 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 investigate three different low profile antenna designs.
These designs were modeled in MWS and then an experimental prototype was built to verify
the MWS results. Section 3.7 describes other antennas of interest in the literature that were
not modeled in MWS.

3.2

Monopole Wire Patch

The monopolar wire patch [5] was first modeled in MWS (Figure 11). The antenna is
embedded in a dielectric with ε r = 2.5 and has a square ground plane equal in size to the
dielectric. On the top of the structure was a square top patch which has a feed pin and two
shorting pins. Figure 12 is a picture of the experimental antenna. The antenna was built on
Plexiglas, which has an ε r close to 2.5. The shorting pins were 24 AWG wire, and the top
and bottom plates were copper fed by an SMA feed. The height of the antenna was λ/15.
Figure 13 is a plot of the computed and measured S11 . The antenna is matched over a very
narrow frequency range (2.23% FBW). The plots are very similar. Figure 14 is the antenna
radiation pattern that shows approximately 2 dB of scalloping in azimuth. This antenna was
designed like an RC circuit in which the top plate provides capacitance and the shorting
wires provide inductance [5].
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Figure 11. Monopole Wire Patch modeled in MWS.

Figure 12. Experimental Monopole Wire Patch.
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Figure 13. Monopole Wire Patch S11 .

Figure 14. Monopole Wire Patch pattern.
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3.3

Monopolar Plate Patch

The bandwidth of the monopolar wire patch described in [5] was increased in [6]. The
idea was to add a rectangular feed and rectangular ground pins to increase bandwidth. Figure
15 is the MWS model of the wide band monopolar plate patch (Table II, fc = 2 GHz [6]). The
antenna has shorting pins from the ground plane to the center of each rectangular feed.
Shorting pins are also present between the top of the rectangular feed and the top circular
plate. The top circular plate is composed of 0.8 mm thick FR4, which is a standard printed
circuit board material. The antenna was modeled on a finite ground plane. Figure 16 is an
experimental model of the wide band monopolar plate patch. The overall height of the
antenna is λ/14. Figure 17 is a plot of the measured and computed S11 . The computed and
experimental models both show a resonance starting to form, however S11 never goes below
-10 dB. The difference in the measured and calculated S11 is possibly due to the antenna
construction since antenna was very small and hard to fabricate. Figure 18 is the antenna
radiation pattern that shows approximately 1 dB of scalloping in azimuth.
When comparing the modeled and experimental results to the results of [6], it is evident
that the antenna did not work as presented. The antenna as presented claimed to have a
bandwidth of almost four times, FBW = 7.0%, that of its predecessor, which is the
monopolar wire patch presented in [5]. Even though the antenna did not work, it did lead to
further development of the antenna feed. It was obvious that by changing how the antenna is
fed, an increase of bandwidth could possibly be achieved.
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Figure 15. Wideband Monopolar Plate Patch modeled in MWS.

Figure 16. Experimental Wideband Monopolar Plate Patch.
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Figure 17. Wideband Monopolar Plate Patch S11 .

Figure 18. Wideband Monopolar Plate Patch pattern.
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3.4

Monopolar Patch Antenna

The monopolar patch antenna [7] has a much more complex structure, which resulted in
a wider bandwidth and an increase in size from the previous antenna presented. Figure 19 is
the MWS model of the monopolar patch (design set 2 [7]). The antenna is modeled over a
finite ground plane. The antenna has an overall height of λ/11. Figure 20 is a plot of the
MWS computed S11 of the monopolar patch antenna. The bandwidth of the antenna is 114%,
which is much larger than previous models. Figure 21 and Figure 22 is the antenna pattern of
the monopolar patch antenna at 800 MHz and 2.4 GHz respectively. As frequency increase
the beam squints away from the ground plane and the antenna pattern becomes slightly
scalloped in azimuth.
The increased bandwidth is due to two distinct resonances at 0.9 GHz and 1.5 GHz. See
Figure 20. These resonances, created by the geometry of the antenna, are close to each other
and form a much wider band antenna. At higher frequencies, the antenna acts similar to that
of a slot antenna, launching waves starting at the pin and extending outward along the
trapezoidal feed. At low frequencies the antenna acts like a folded monopole. The current
flows up the feed across the top plate and down across the pins of the antenna [7].
In terms of antenna design, the shorting pins are best attached to the outside of the top
plate and are typically located as far as possible from the center to create the proper
inductance/capacitance matching needed for the two resonances to form . Also, if the
trapezoidal feed plates are shortened compared to the top plate radius, the bandwidth of the
antenna decreases [7]. Overall this design is very dependent on the top plate’s radius, overall
height, pin distance from center, and angle of feed.
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Figure 19. Monopolar Patch Monopole modeled in MWS.

Figure 20. Monopolar Patch S11 .
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Figure 21. Monopolar Patch pattern at 800 MHz.

Figure 22. Monopolar Patch pattern at 2.4 GHz.
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3.5

Result Verification

As was shown earlier, MWS and Feko did not compare well with thin wire analysis. To
verify these results, the monopolar patch presented in [7] was modeled using both MWS and
Feko. Figure 23 is a comparison of the antenna modeled in MWS and Feko. Figure 24 shows
the comparison between the antenna patterns and S11 . The antenna patterns look very similar.
S11 is still not the same, however both solutions follow the same shape and show
approximately the same bandwidth.

a. MWS model.

b. Feko model.
Figure 23. The Monopolar Patch antenna modeled in (a) MWS and (b) Feko.
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a MWS antenna pattern

b. Feko antenna pattern

c. S11 , Feko(Red Dots) and MWS(Black Line)
Figure 24. Comparison of antenna patterns from (a) MWS and (b) Feko
(c) S11 comparison of MWS and Feko.
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3.6

Comparison of Modeled Literature Antennas

A summary of each antenna’s strengths and weaknesses can be assessed. Table 1 shows
that the shortest antenna compared to wavelength has the narrowest bandwidth and the tallest
antenna compared to wavelength has the widest bandwidth. The patterns of each are similar
because scalloping effects were no greater than ± 2dB. Therefore, the next design goal would
be to maintain the very short profile while also maintaining the wide bandwidth and omni
directional pattern. Section 3.7 investigates current wideband antenna designs found in
literature.

Table 1. Comparison of Results
Height

FBW

Comments

Monopole

λ/4

9%

Omni-directional pattern,
medium bandwidth

Monopolar Wire
Patch [5]

λ/15

2.23%

2 dB scallop in azimuth,
small bandwidth

Monopolar PlatePatch [6]

λ/14

0%

1 dB scallop in azimuth,
no bandwidth

Monopolar Patch
Antenna [7]

λ/11

114%

<1 dB scallop in azimuth,
very wide bandwidth
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3.7

Wideband Literature Antennas of Interest

To try and create a short compared to wavelength wideband antenna, various wideband
designs from literature were reviewed. In a Webinar presentation many wideband antenna
designs were discussed [9]. Of interest were planar designs like a two dimensional cone
antenna, which looks like a bow tie, or other shapes such as circles or ellipses used as both
ends of a dipole. Also of interest were bicone and monocone designs. These designs all
showed a very wide bandwidth. However, the height of the antennas was not short compared
to wavelength.
The first antenna types investigated were planar wideband monopole like elements.
This study would help prove useful in designing the proposed antenna’s feed structure. In
[10] and [11] a planar disk or elliptical monopole were investigated. The papers showed the
differences between how the shape of the monopole, ranging from a perfect circle to an
ellipse, changed where the antenna was matched as well as how the antenna radiated. These
designs slightly lowered the operating frequency compared to height, but still maintained a
wide bandwidth.
Reference [12] presented a couple of planar designs. The design that proved to show
the best bandwidth had a feed shaped like a triangle. The triangular feed led to a rectangular
section. In [13], another planar monopole design showed the monopole was composed of a
half circle at the base with other stacked geometries on top. This showed that the feed played
the most important role in determining where the antenna was matched and that the geometry
above the half circle was less significant than the feed itself.
A genetic algorithm optimization of a planar monopole design is shown in [14]. In this
design, space above the feed was gridded such that the GA chose metal or no metal. Four
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total designs were presented and the one of most interest was the design that ended up
looking just like a planar monocone. Reference [15] was the last planar monopole design
investigated. This design presented the Planar Inverted Cone Antenna (PICA) which looked
very similar to a short, fat teardrop that produced a very wide bandwidth. The theme in all of
these designs was the use of an angular feed or circular shaped feed section to achieve a wide
bandwidth. Although none of these designs were short compared to wavelength, they
provided a solid basis for where to start designing a new wideband antenna.
Since a significant portion of planar wideband designs was found to have an angular or
circular feed, the disc cone or bi cone antenna seemed like a very likely candidate for the new
design. In [16], a monocone design is presented, which shows the importance of the cone
angle as well as the ground plane size to achieve a wideband design. Reference [17] is
another monocone design which uses shorting pins with series inductors or capacitors to
lower the operating frequency of the antenna. These designs have shown that again the
angular feed such as a bicone provides a very wideband antenna. Only in [17] however was
the height of the cone considered.
From the background research it was thought that a hybrid design combining a feed
structure similar to that of [7], [16], and [17] would produce a lower profile wideband design.
Therefore, the new design investigated and optimized is a shorted, top hat, monocone design
presented in section 4.2.
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Chapter 4: CREATING A NEW DESIGN

4.1

The Genetic Algorithm

A genetic algorithm (GA) is used to optimize the antenna design. The GA is a very
powerful global optimization technique that is nature inspired. A flow chart showing the
components of the GA is shown in Figure 25 [8]. The GA is a natural selection technique that
starts with an initial population. A population consists of many chromosomes, which are
evaluated in a cost function. The cost function returns a “cost” that ranks each chromosome.
The best ranked chromosomes are then mated to form a new population [8]. A percentage of
the new population is mutated and then the cost is recalculated until an appropriate solution
is found.

Figure 25. Flow chart of a Genetic Algorithm.
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4.2

Proposing a New Antenna Design

Learning from current research presented in Chapter Three, the new proposed design
was chosen as a shorted, top hat, monocone design. The first antennas to be modeled were on
an infinite ground plane to decrease the MWS solve time. Figure 26 and Figure 27 are a two
dimensional wire frame model and a 3D model of the first proposed antenna respectively.
Figure 28 and Figure 29 are a two dimensional wire frame model and 3D model of the
second proposed antenna, respectively. The second design is the same as the first except for
line segment CC’ as seen in Figure 28. The flat section makes the feed of the antenna similar
to that of the monopolar patch presented in section 3.4.
A GA was used to optimize these two designs. Referencing Figure 26, the following
line segments were optimized: BC (horizontal distance), CD, DE, and DF. Referencing
Figure 28, the following line segments were optimized: BC (horizontal distance), CC’, C’D,
DE, and DF. AB was fixed at 3.3 mm, 4 shorting pins were chosen for a symmetric antenna
pattern, and the radius of the shorting pins (DF) was 1 mm in all optimizations.
The optimization was completed by linking MWS and a Matlab coded GA script. The
GA passed the antenna geometry to MWS. The results from the analysis were then imported
into Matlab where the solutions were ranked by cost. Two different cost functions were used
for optimization. The first cost function returned the maximum value of S11 from 800 MHz
to 2.4 GHz. The second cost function returned the sum of S11 from 800 MHz to 2.4 GHz.
The GA had a population size of eight and mutation rate of 15%. This population size and
mutation rate was chosen from [8]. A total of four different optimizations were completed.
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Figure 26. 2D view of first proposed antenna geometry.

Figure 27: 3D view of first proposed antenna geometry.
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Figure 28. 2D view of second proposed antenna geometry (Cylindrical Section Added).

Figure 29 3D view of second proposed antenna geometry (Cylindrical Section Added).
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4.2.1

Choosing which Design to be Optimized

After optimization, S11 of each antenna was compared as seen in Figure 30. The two
results of interest were the “Cylindrical Added Sums (S11)” and “Cone Only Max (S11)”
plots. These were considered the “best solutions” because they covered the widest
bandwidth. It is important to note that the “Cylindrical Added Sums (S11)” solutions
resulted with an antenna geometry where the length of CC’ was found to be less than 1 mm.
Since CC’ was so small and both solutions covered nearly the same bandwidth, the CC’
section was not considered important. Further optimization was on the design shown in
Figure 26 and Figure 27. The cost function used returned the maximum value of S11 from
800 MHz to 2.4 GHz.

Figure 30. Optimization results of the first and second proposed antenna geometries for
two different cost functions.
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4.3

Design Iteration 1

The results of the first optimization presented in section 4.2 yielded a design as seen in
Figure 31 with dimensions shown in Figure 32. The overall height of the antenna is λ /12.8
at 800 MHz. Figure 33 is a plot of S11 . The antenna was matched from 850 MHz to 2.5 GHz.
Figure 34 is plot of the theta gain of the antenna at phi equals 0 and 45 degrees and
theta equals 0 to 90 degrees. The gain was calculated at 800 MHz, 1.5 GHz, 2.0 GHz, and 2.3
GHz. Figure 32 shows that as frequency increases, the main beam squints away from the
ground plane. Figure 35 is a plot of the gain of the antenna at theta equals 90 degrees from
phi equals 0 to 90 degrees. Figure 35 shows that at lower frequency the antenna is omnidirectional and as frequency increases, a 3 dB ripple is formed in the antenna pattern.
Design Iteration 1 has shown that it is possible to create a low profile theta polarized
antenna, which is optimized by a GA. To understand how the antenna operates, the number
of shorting pins was changed in section 4.3.1.

Figure 31 Design 1 modeled on an infinite ground plane.
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Figure 32. Design one dimension over an infinite ground plane – All dimensions
are in (mm).

Figure 33. S11 of design one calculated using MWS.

a) Frequency: 0.8 GHz

b) Frequency: 1.5 GHz

c) Frequency: 2.0 GHz

d) Frequency: 2.3 GHz

Figure 34. Theta gain of design one at Phi = 0 and 45 degrees over Theta = 0 to 90 degrees.
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Figure 35. Theta gain of design 1 at theta = 89 degrees over phi = 0 to 90 degrees.

4.3.1

Understanding S11 of The Shorted Top Hat Mono Cone Antenna

The first step in determining how the antenna operated was by investigating the
shorting pins. The antenna pins play a large role in determining where the antenna is
resonant. Figure 36 is a picture of the optimized antenna from section 4.3 with and without
shorting pins. Figure 37 is a plot of S11 of the optimized antenna with shorting pins compared
to the optimized antenna without shorting pins. Without the shorting pins, the antenna has a
single resonance around 2.4 GHz. With the shorting pins, the antenna has two resonances at
0.9 GHz and 1.8 GHz. Since the two resonances are close together, S11 remains low across
the entire band from 800 MHz to 2.4 GHz.
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Figure 38 and Figure 39 show the peak tangential surface current at 1 GHz and 2 GHz
respectively. At 1 GHz, the shorting pins are bright red indicating that there is a large amount
of current on the pins. Since the current is so high, it further demonstrates that the shorting
pins are responsible for the low frequency operation of the cone design at 1.0 GHz. At 2
GHz, the shorting pins are now a light yellow indicating that much less current is flowing.
Since less current is flowing it is speculated that the shorting pins are loading the antenna
causing the original 2.4 GHz resonance without shorting pins to shift.
With the increased understanding of the antenna performance, the next step was to
incorporate the effects of a finite ground plane. A finite ground plane is important for the
design because the antenna will be placed on a UAV. The UAV does not have a large metal
surface to attach the antenna and therefore a small ground plane is desired.

(a)

(b)

Figure 36. (a) Design one with shorting pins, (b) Design one without shorting pins.
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Figure 37. S11 of design one with and without shorting pins.

Figure 38. Maximum tangential surface current at 1 GHz – Design 1.
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Figure 39. Maximum tangential surface current at 2 GHz – Design 1.

4.4

Design Iteration 2 – Optimization on a Finite Ground Plane

Design 1 was taken and placed on a finite ground plane slightly larger than the top plate
radius and it was found that the antenna was no longer matched from 800 MHz to 2.4 GHz.
Therefore, the GA was used again to optimize the antenna design shown in Figure 40. The
optimization variables used were the length of line segments: BC (horizontal distance), CD,
DE, DF, and FG. AB was fixed at 3.3 mm, 4 shorting pins were used, and the radius of the
shorting pins was 1mm.
Figure 41 and Figure 42 show the optimized design and design dimensions
respectively. The antenna is λ / 9.5 at 800 MHz. To verify the MWS results, two different
prototypes were built. ARL built the first prototype while a second was built by a
subcontracted company Kuchera Defense Systems (KDS). Figure 43 and Figure 44 are
pictures of the two different prototypes. Both prototypes were constructed out of copper and
fed with an SMA connector. Figure 45 shows the calculated and measured values of S11 for
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design two. In this case the antenna had an S11 below -10 dB from 800 MHz to 2.2 GHz. The
measured results are very similar to the calculated results.
Since the objective of the design was to replace multiple monopole antennas with a
single element, the gain of design two was compared to the gain of resonant monopoles.
Figure 46 is a picture of the resonant monopoles modeled in MWS. The monopoles were
placed on a ground plane equal in size to that of design two, where the height of the
monopole was ¼ the wavelength of the frequency tested. The tested frequencies were 800
MHz, 1.5 GHz, 2.0 GHz, and 2.3 GHz.
Figure 47 is the theta gain of design two compared to the gain of a monopole when phi
equals 0 and 45 degrees while theta equals 0 to 90 degrees. There is only one plot for the
monopole because its antenna pattern is symmetric about the z axis. Comparing to a
monopole shows that the antenna operates similar to a monopole at theta equals 90 degrees.
This is important for communication with a UAV. As was seen with design 1, as frequency
increases, the antennas main beam squints away from the ground plane. Figure 48 is a plot of
the theta gain of design 2 when theta equals 90 degrees and phi equals 0 to 90 degrees. The
antenna at lower frequencies is omni-directional and as frequency increases a 4 dB ripple is
seen at 2.0 GHz. Design two has shown that a low profile, shorted monocone design can be
optimized with a GA on a finite ground plane.
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Figure 40. Design 2 wire frame model.

Figure 41. Design two modeled on a finite ground plane.

Figure 42. Design two dimensions - all dimensions in (mm).
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Figure 43. ARL prototype of design two.

Figure 44. KDS prototype of design two.
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Figure 45. Calculated S11 of Design 2 compared to two measured results.

(a) ¼ wavelength monopole at 800 MHz

(b) ¼ wavelength monopole at 2.3 GHz

Figure 46. Resonant monopoles oriented in the z direction with ground plane diameters
the same as in Design 2 (83.28 mm).

a) Frequency: 0.8 GHz

b) Frequency: 1.5 GHz

c) Frequency: 2.0 GHz

d) Frequency: 2.3 GHz

Figure 47. Design 2 theta gain compared to the gain of a resonant monopole at
phi = 0 and 45 degrees across theta = 0 to 180 degrees.
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Figure 48. Theta gain of Design 2 at theta = 89 degrees over phi = 0 to 90 degrees.

4.4.1

Design Iteration 2 – Reducing the Weight

After fabrication, it was found that having a solid disk sit on top of a cone added unnecessary weight. Therefore, it was suggested by KDS to have a hollow cone with a large
“washer” sitting on top of the cone section. This idea was tested in MWS to determine if it
had any effects on the design.
Figure 49 is a 3D model of Design Two with a cone feed and a hollow cone feed.
Figure 50 is a comparison of S11 of the solid cone feed compared to the hollow cone feed.
From these results, it is found that the inside of the cone is not of importance and therefore in
following prototypes is not included. It is included in the MWS models to simplify the
modeling efforts.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 49. (a) Solid cone compared to (b) Hollow cone modeled in MWS – Design 2.

Figure 50. Comparison of a solid cone to a hollow cone – Design 2.
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4.4.2

Design Iteration 2 – The Purpose of Shorting Pins

Figure 51 is a picture of a KDS built adjustable pin version of design two. The
adjustable pins were used to measure the effects of having 0, 2, 3, 4, and 8 shorting pins.
Figure 52 are the measured results of S11 . As was seen with design 1, the antenna with 0 pins
has only one single resonance. When 4 pins are used, the antenna now has two distinct
resonances at much lower frequencies. Again, the shorting pins are responsible for the low
frequency response of this design.
To verify these results, an adjustable pin model of design 2 was created in MWS.
Figure 53 is multiple pictures of the antenna with 0, 2, 3, 4, and 8 shorting pins. Figure 54 is
a plot of MWS calculated S11 results for an adjustable pin model. Comparing Figure 52 to
Figure 54 shows that the prototype performed as expected in the MWS model.
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Figure 51. An adjustable pin version of Design 2.

Figure 52. Measured S11 results of Design 2 based on the number of shorting pins used.
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Figure 53. Multiple models of Design 2 with varying pins.

Figure 54. Calculated S11 results of Design 2 based on the number of shorting pins used.
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4.5

Design Iteration 3 – The Final Design

Although design two was low profile, it was not short enough compared to wavelength
to be considered a success. To limit the GA’s possible solutions, the height of line segment
DF from Figure 40 was fixed at 25.4 mm. The optimization variables used were the length of
line segments: BC (horizontal distance), CD, DE, and FG. AB was fixed at 3.3 mm, 4
shorting pins were used, and the radius of the shorting pins was 1mm. After optimization, a
solution was found where the antenna was matched from 800 MHz to 2.4 GHz. The antenna
was λ /14.7 at 800 MHz and λ / 5 at 2.4 GHz. The antenna pattern, however, was fairly
scalloped at the pins as was seen in design 1 and design 2.
To counteract the scalloped antenna pattern, a square ground plane which had sides the
same length as the diameter of the optimized solution was used. The corners of the ground
plane were placed between the pins such that the scalloping from the pins was lessened due
to the scalloping of the corners of the ground plane. The antenna pattern effects due to a
finite square ground plane versus finite circular ground plane are shown with a ¼ wave
monopole in section 2.2.
The square ground plane also helped S11 . Figure 55 is a plot comparing S11 of a square
ground plane to S11 of a circular ground plane. Although they both are considered matched
across the same bandwidth, the square ground plane solution remains further from – 10 dB
across the entire band and is considered a better solution.
Figure 56 and Figure 57 are the 3D MWS model and wire frame model showing the
antenna geometry, respectively. Figure 58 is a picture of the final prototype built by KDS. As
was mentioned in section 4.4.1, the prototype was built as a hollow cone section. Figure 59 is
S11 calculated in MWS compared to measured results. The calculated and measured results
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are very similar. The antenna operates from 800 MHz to 2.4 GHz, which is a 3:1 bandwidth
when S11 is less than -10 dB.
As was done with design 2, the antenna pattern was compared to a resonant

λ / 4 monopole at 800 MHz, 1.5 GHz, 2.0 GHz, and 2.3 GHz over a finite ground plane the
same size as that of design 3. Figure 60 is a picture of the MWS model of the resonant λ / 4
monopole at 800 MHz and 2.3 GHz.
Figure 61 is a comparison of the theta gain of design 3 compared to that of a resonant
monopole. The antenna patterns were taken over theta from 0 to 180 degrees and phi from 0
and 45 degrees. This shows that as frequency increases, the antenna pattern of both the
monopole and wideband design squint away from the ground plane. Figure 62 and Figure 63
is a three dimensional view of the antenna pattern of Design 3 at 800 MHz and 2.4 GHz
respectively. The antenna pattern of Design 3 is seen to be very similar to that of the
monopolar patch antenna [7] as seen in Figure 21 and Figure 22.
To verify the antenna pattern, measurements were taken in an anechoic chamber.
Figure 64, Figure 65, and Figure 66 compare the calculated to the measured antenna patterns.
Figure 64 is a cut of the antenna pattern at theta equals 90o over all phi. Examining the
pattern shows that design 3 is omni-directional like a monopole with some scalloping
occurring at 2 GHz. Figure 65 and Figure 66 are taken when theta equals 0 to 360 degrees
and phi equals 0 degrees and 45 degrees respectively. These show the pointing direction of
the main beam. In all cases the measured results compare very well to the simulated results.
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Figure 55. Calculated S11 comparison using a square ground plane
and a circular ground plane.

Figure 56. The final design which incorporated a square ground plane.
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Figure 57. Design 3 Dimensions – all dimensions in (mm).

Figure 58. KDS experimental antenna – Design 3.
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Figure 59. S11 of Design 3 measured compared to calculated.

Figure 60. Resonant monopoles oriented in the z direction with ground plane diameters
the same as in Design 3 (126.63 mm).

a) Frequency: 0.8 GHz

b) Frequency: 1.5 GHz

c) Frequency: 2.0 GHz

d) Frequency: 2.3 GHz

Figure 61. Design 3 theta gain compared to the gain of a resonant monopole at
phi = 0 and 45 degrees across theta = 0 to 180 degrees.
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Figure 62. Antenna pattern of Design 3 at 800 MHz.

Figure 63. Antenna pattern of Design 3 at 2.4 GHz.
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a) Frequency: 1.0 GHz

b) Frequency: 1.5 GHz

c) Frequency: 2.0 GHz

d) Frequency: 2.4 GHz

Figure 64. Design 3 antenna pattern measurements and comparison to MWS,
Cuts at φ = 0 : 360o and θ = 90o .
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a) Frequency: 1.0 GHz

b) Frequency: 1.5 GHz

c) Frequency: 2.0 GHz

d) Frequency: 2.4 GHz

Figure 65. Design 3 antenna pattern measurements and comparison to MWS,
Cuts at θ = 0 : 360o and φ = 0o (At Pin).
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a) Frequency: 1.0 GHz

b) Frequency: 1.5 GHz

c) Frequency: 2.0 GHz

d) Frequency: 2.4 GHz

Figure 66. Design 3 antenna pattern measurements and comparison to MWS,
Cuts at θ = 0 : 360o and φ = 45o (Between Pin).
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Chapter 5: VERIFICATION THROUGH FLIGHT TESTING

5.1

Setting up a Link Budget Analysis for Flight Testing

This section describes an experiment that compares the link budget of design 3 to two
different resonant monopoles. The link budget compares the new antenna design to a
monopole at 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz. During the test, there was a ground station as well as an
air station. The air station was a Cherokee airplane, which had the wideband antenna
mounted to the underside of the wing. Figure 67 shows the antenna encased in a fiberglass
cover, which was electrically isolated from the plane. The plane was outfitted with the
wideband antenna, laptop, 900MHz RF modem [18], 2.4 GHz RF modem [19], and GPS
receiver. The ground station consisted of a laptop, 900 MHz RF modem, 2.4 GHz RF
modem, GPS receiver, wideband antenna, 900 MHz 2.1dB gain whip, and 2.4 GHz 2.1dB
gain whip. The RF modems were chosen since they covered the lower and upper bands of the
antenna’s range at a reasonable cost.

Figure 67. Wideband Antenna mounted on the belly of a Cherokee Airplane.
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5.2

Creating a Handshaking Algorithm for the Flight Test

To complete the link budget analysis, the power at the receiving antenna as well as GPS
location of the receiving antenna must be recorded. To do this, Matlab was used to control
both the RF modems and the GPS receiver through serial port communication. Through the
serial port, Matlab was used to create a very basic handshaking algorithm, which sends a
ping to and from the air station and ground station. After a successfully received signal in the
air station, an internal radio command, which is a feature of these radios, was passed to
request the power level of the last message the radio received. The power level and GPS
location were then taken only if a correct message was received. Therefore, it was important
during the design to make sure that both the ground station and the air station did not
transmit simultaneously to avoid data collisions and missed packets.
To avoid data collisions, a handshaking algorithm was created. The ground station was
used in a loop back mode, which meant that whenever it received a message, it simply sent it
back. A flow chart depicting this process is shown in the top right of Figure 68. The Matlab
code for the ground station can be found in Appendix A.
The air station had the more complex algorithm where the handshaking took place. To
best describe this process, a flow chart shown in the top left of Figure 68 is presented.
Essentially, once the radios were synchronized, the algorithm recorded the GPS location and
power level received if the message was transmitted without any errors. The Matlab code for
the air station can be found in Appendix B .
A total of four cases were tested. The first case was at 900 MHz with a 2.1 dB whip
antenna used on the ground. The second case is at 900 MHz with design 3 used on the
ground. The third and fourth cases were carried out the same as the first except at 2.4 GHz.
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Figure 68. A flow chart depicting the handshaking process that is controlling the RF
modems in the air and ground station. The Matlab algorithm implementing these
process’s is included in appendix A and B for the 2.4 GHz RF modems.
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5.3

Results of the Flight Test

Figure 69 through Figure 72 show the power level received during the link budget
analysis. It is important to note the scale of the plots. Due to the X axis spanning only 4 miles
and the Y axis spanning 12 miles, the flights paths are seen as wavy. If the plots were set to
equal axis of 12 miles by 12 miles, the paths would look very straight. However, individual
paths would be hard to distinguish.
Figure 69 is the power level received in the airplane when a 900 MHz whip antenna
was used to transmit from the ground station. Figure 70 is the power level received in the
airplane when the wideband antenna design was used to transmit at 900 MHz from the
ground station. Comparing Figure 69 and Figure 70 we note that the wideband antenna has a
larger coverage area that that of a 900 MHz whip.
Figure 71 is the power level received in the airplane when a 2.4 GHz whip antenna was
used to transmit from the ground station. Figure 72 is the power level received in the airplane
when the wideband antenna design was used to transmit at 2.4 GHz from the ground station.
Comparing Figure 71 and Figure 72 you see that the wideband antenna has a similar,
although very slightly reduced coverage area than that that of a 2.4 GHz whip.
Overall, this test shows an inexpensive way to perform a real world antenna link budget
analysis. It is seen that Design Three performed equivalent to or better than a whip antenna at
900 MHz and 2.4 GHz. Not only did it perform well, but Design Three was much shorter
compared to wavelength.
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Figure 69. Power level received when a 900MHz, 2.1dB whip is used at the ground
station.

Figure 70. Power level received at 900 MHz when Design 3 is used at the ground
station.
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Figure 71. Power level received when a 2.4 GHz, 2.1dB whip is used at the ground
station.

Figure 72. Power level received at 2.4 GHz when Design 3 is used at the ground station.
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Chapter 6: CONCLUSIONS

6.1

Summary of Results

This work has demonstrated the design of a new short (compared to wavelength),
broadband, theta polarized, antenna element. Chapter 1 introduced the need for a low profile
antenna on a UAV. Chapter 2 walked through some basic antenna concepts used throughout
the paper as well as finite ground plane effects, which must be taken into account on a UAV.
Chapter 3 investigated current low profile and wideband antennas in literature. By combining
the antenna design approaches of the low profile modeled antennas and the wideband
antennas, the shorted top hat monocone was proposed. Chapter 4 was a walk through of the
design process. The design process started from two different antenna designs modeled on an
infinite ground plane, which after optimization proved this design was feasible. Chapter 4
ended with the final design which was λ /14.7 in height, theta polarized, and operated from
800 MHz to 2.4 GHz where the VSWR was less than 2:1. Chapter 5 described a link budget
analysis of the final antenna design compared to resonant monopoles at 900 MHz and 2.4
GHz. These results suggested that the proposed antenna would perform as well or better than
a corresponding monopole. From this analysis, it has been demonstrated that the proposed
antenna is able to be integrated into a UAV to replace multiple monopole antennas without a
loss to performance.
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This antenna has been found to have characteristics currently not present in literature.
Table 2 is a comparison of the antenna models from Chapter 3 compared to the
proposed antenna design. It is seen that the proposed antenna has the height of the monopolar
wire patch [5] and a bandwidth comparable to the monopolar patch antenna [7] all on a finite
ground plane. The goal to maintain a low profile antenna, λ /14.7 , and still maintain a wide
bandwidth, 100%, has been met. These results are compiled in Table 2.
To verify the results of the final antenna design, it was tested in a chamber,
measurements of S11 were compared to simulated results, and a link budget analysis was
completed. After all the testing was completed the proposed design performed as predicted
by MWS. In all, a very wide band, low profile, theta polarized antenna has been designed.
The antenna can be mounted on a finite ground plane such as a UAV’s body and cover the
same bands as 12 corresponding monopoles. Not only can it perform as well or better than
the monopoles, but it is also shorter compared to wavelength across the entire band.
Table 2. Summary of Modeled Results
Height

FBW

Comments

Monopole

λ/4

9%

Standard height
medium bandwidth

Monopolar Wire
Patch [5]

λ/15

2.23%

Very short
small bandwidth

Monopolar PlatePatch [6]

λ/14

0%

Very short
no bandwidth

Monopolar Patch
Antenna [7]

λ/11

114%

Short
very wide bandwidth

Proposed
Wideband Design

λ/14.7

100%

Very Short
Very wide bandwidth
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6.2

Future Work

Although the antenna performed very well during a link budget analysis, the first
important feature to be investigated is the cross polarization which is shown in Figure 64,
Figure 65, and Figure 66. Cross polarization is not desirable and could be a source of
unwanted noise. The author has currently not investigated the source of the cross polarization
and will not speculate as to how this could be removed.
A second important feature to this antenna design is the gain of the antenna at the
horizon. As was shown in section 4.5 the antenna pattern of this design, as well as monopole
squint away from the ground plane. This squinting affects the link budget between the
ground station and the UAV. To help improve the link budget the antenna pattern would be a
maximum at theta equals to 90 degrees across the entire band.
A possible technique for maintaining the main beam at 90 degrees would be to roll the
edges of the top plate or roll the edges of the ground plane. Although this may help, it will
increase the overall size which is undesirable. An idea which does not increase the size of the
antenna is presented in [20]. In this paper, resistive loading is used at the edges of the ground
plane to reduce the antenna pattern’s squint. The resistive loading is a continuous change
from metal to 1000 ohms.
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APPENDIX A: Ground station handshaking Matlab script
%2.4 GHz RF Modem Air Station Control
%Daniel Aten
%Clear Written data turn off warnings
clear all ;
warning off
%-------------------------RX Serial properties--------------------------RXobj = serial('COM4') ;
% Creating serial port
RXobj.Baudrate = 9600;
% Set the baud rate
set(RXobj, 'Parity', 'none') ;
% Set parity as none
set(RXobj, 'Databits', 8) ;
% set the number of data bits
set(RXobj, 'StopBits', 1) ;
% set number of stop bits as 1
RXobj.FlowControl = 'None';
% Set the flow control to None
set(RXobj, 'Terminator', 'LF') ;
% set the terminator value
set(RXobj, 'OutputBufferSize', 512);% set buffer size
get(RXobj) ;
fopen(RXobj) ;
%-------------------------RX Serial properties-------------------------%
%%
%--------------------------Initialize Modem----------------------------set(RXobj, 'Timeout', 2) ;
%Set timeout of serial obj
%Puts Radio into command mode
fwrite(RXobj, '+++')
EnterCommanMode_DoubleCheck = fscanf(RXobj)
%Determine if command line control is On
fwrite(RXobj, 'ATRT')
fprintf(RXobj, '%s\r', '')
RT = fscanf(RXobj)
%Turn on command line control
fwrite(RXobj, 'ATRT1')
fprintf(RXobj, '%s\r', '')
SetRT = fscanf(RXobj)
%
%
%
%

Determines Power level of TX - 900 MHz RF Modem ONLY
fwrite(RXobj, 'ATPL')
fprintf(RXobj, '%s\r', '')
PL = fscanf(RXobj)

%
%
%
%

Sets Power level of TX to Max - 900 MHz RF Modem ONLY
fwrite(RXobj, 'ATPL2')
fprintf(RXobj, '%s\r', '')
SetPL = fscanf(RXobj)
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%Write Current Operations to memory
fwrite(RXobj, 'ATWR')
fprintf(RXobj, '%s\r', '')
Write_RT = fscanf(RXobj)
%Verify RT1 is active
fwrite(RXobj, 'ATRT')
fprintf(RXobj, '%s\r', '')
RT_Check = fscanf(RXobj)
%Close command mode
fwrite(RXobj, 'ATCN')
fprintf(RXobj, '%s\r', '')
Close = fscanf(RXobj)
%-------------------------Initialize Modem-----------------------------%
%%
%---------------------------Begin Comm Link----------------------------msgcount = 0;
set(RXobj, 'Timeout', .5);

%Set timeout to be 0.5 sec

JunkPortClear = fread(RXobj);
JunkPortClear = fread(RXobj);

%Clear any data in the serial buffer

RXobj.RequestToSend = 'OFF';
RXobj.RequestToSend = 'ON';
pause(1/10000)

%Toggle RTS Pin
%This signals serial command line mode

for j=1:6000
timeout = 0;

%Flag set so a message will be sent

%Serial read from the radio looking for a message
RXsig = fscanf(RXobj);
if length(RXsig) == 0
RXsig = 0;
disp('Timeout...Waiting For Message!')
timeout = 1; %Set Flag so no message is sent
end
if timeout == 0
if length(RXsig) == 32 %verify the message is the correct length
if RXsig == 'HelloWorld_HelloWorld_HelloWorld'
%Toggle RTS Pin to go into command mode
RXobj.RequestToSend = 'ON';
RXobj.RequestToSend = 'OFF';
pause(1/10000)
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%Reqest Power Level - Command mode
%fwrite(TXobj, '¶');
%For 900MHz
fwrite(RXobj,156,'uint8')
%For 2.4 GHz
PowerLevel = fread(RXobj);
temp = ['Power Level =', num2str(PowerLevel(1))];
disp(temp)
disp('Correct Message - Correct Length!')
%Toggle RTS Pin to turn off command mode
RXobj.RequestToSend = 'OFF';
RXobj.RequestToSend = 'ON';
pause(1/10000)
else
disp('Wrong Message - Correct Length!')
end
else
disp('Wrong Message - Wrong length!')
end

end

%TX anytime a message is received regardless of length or correct
fwrite(RXobj, 'HelloWorld_HelloWorld_HelloWorld');

end
%---------------------------Begin Comm Link------------------------------%Close Ports
fclose(RXobj)
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APPENDIX B: Air station handshaking Matlab script
%2.4 GHz RF Modem Air Station Control
%Daniel Aten
%Clear Written data turn off warnings
clear all ;
warning off
%starting GPS Location as reference
Lat_Start = 40.7925133333
Lon_Start = 77.8658883333
%----------------------------File Setup---------------------------------%This Section Creates the different files that are saved so results can be
%verified after test
f1 = input('Test_File_Name=','s');
f = 'C:\Documents and Settings\dwa126admin\Desktop\UAV_Test\Results\'
f2 = '_LatLonPower_GoodPoints.txt';
f3 = '_LatLonPower_GoodPoints.mat';
f4 = '_RAW_GPS_GoodPoints.txt';
f5 = '_LatLon_ALL.txt';
f6 = '_LatLon_ALL.mat';
f7 = '_RAW_GPS_ALL.txt';
filename1
filename2
filename3
filename4
filename5
filename6

=
=
=
=
=
=

strcat(f,
strcat(f,
strcat(f,
strcat(f,
strcat(f,
strcat(f,

f1,
f1,
f1,
f1,
f1,
f1,

f2);
f3);
f4);
f5);
f6);
f7);

fid1=fopen(filename1,'w'); %latlonpower_GoodPoints
fid2=fopen(filename3,'w'); %RawGPSData_GoodPoints
fid3=fopen(filename4,'w'); %ALLGPSData
fid4=fopen(filename6,'w'); %ALLGPSData
%----------------------------File Setup---------------------------------%
%%
%--------------------------TX Serial properties-------------------------TXobj = serial('COM6') ;
TXobj.Baudrate = 9600;
% Set the baud rate
set(TXobj, 'Parity', 'none') ;
% Set parity as none
set(TXobj, 'Databits', 8) ;
% set the number of data bits
set(TXobj, 'StopBits', 1) ;
% set number of stop bits as 1
TXobj.FlowControl = 'None';
% Set the flow control
set(TXobj, 'Terminator', 'LF') ;
% set the terminator
set(TXobj, 'OutputBufferSize', 512);% set buffer size
get(TXobj);
fopen(TXobj) ;
%--------------------------TX Serial properties--------------------------
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%--------------------------GPS Serial properties-----------------------GPSobj = serial('COM2') ;
GPSobj.Baudrate = 4800;
% Set the baud rate
set(GPSobj, 'Parity', 'none') ;
% Set parity as none
set(GPSobj, 'Databits', 8) ;
% set the number of data bits
set(GPSobj, 'StopBits', 1) ;
% set number of stop bits as 1
set(GPSobj, 'Terminator', 'LF') ;
% set the terminator
set(GPSobj, 'OutputBufferSize', 512);% set buffer size
get(GPSobj) ;
fopen(GPSobj) ;
%--------------------------GPS Serial properties-----------------------%
%%
%--------------------------Initialize Modem-----------------------------%Timeout Time is 2 sec
set(TXobj, 'Timeout', 2) ;
%Puts Radio into command mode
fwrite(TXobj, '+++')
%Verify in command mode
EnterCommanMode_DoubleCheck = fscanf(TXobj)
%Determine if command line control is On
fwrite(TXobj, 'ATRT')
fprintf(TXobj, '%s\r', '')
RT = fscanf(TXobj)
%Turn on command line control
fwrite(TXobj, 'ATRT1')
fprintf(TXobj, '%s\r', '')
SetRT = fscanf(TXobj)
%
%
%
%

Determines Power level of TX - 900 MHz RF Modem ONLY
fwrite(RXobj, 'ATPL')
fprintf(RXobj, '%s\r', '')
PL = fscanf(RXobj)

%
%
%
%

Sets Power level of TX to Max - 900 MHz RF Modem ONLY
fwrite(RXobj, 'ATPL2')
fprintf(RXobj, '%s\r', '')
SetPL = fscanf(RXobj)

%Write Current Operations to memory
fwrite(TXobj, 'ATWR')
fprintf(TXobj, '%s\r', '')
Write_RT = fscanf(TXobj)
%Verify RT1 is active
fwrite(TXobj, 'ATRT')
fprintf(TXobj, '%s\r', '')
RT_Check = fscanf(TXobj)
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%Close command mode
fwrite(TXobj, 'ATCN')
fprintf(TXobj, '%s\r', '')
Close = fscanf(TXobj)
%--------------------------Initialize Modem-----------------------------%%
%---------------------------Modem Sync---------------------------------%Set Timeout to 0.5 sec
set(TXobj, 'Timeout', .5);
%clear any junk serial data on the port
JunkPortClear = fread(TXobj);
JunkPortClear = fread(TXobj);
%Togle RTS Pin
TXobj.RequestToSend = 'OFF';
TXobj.RequestToSend = 'ON';
pause(1/10000)
%Continuously TX until a ping is received back
MSGrec = 0
while MSGrec == 0
%Read Port for a message RX
RXsig_init = fread(TXobj);
%if RX set flag and leave loop
if length(RXsig_init) ~= 0
RXsig = 0;
disp('I HEAR YOU!...Begining Statistics')
MSGrec = 1; %Set Flag and leave loop
end
%If nothing RX set flag and stay in loop
if length(RXsig_init) == 0
RXsig = 0;
disp('Timeout...Resending Message!')
MSGrec = 0; %Set flag and stay in loop
end
%TX to the ground station (Ping)
fwrite(TXobj, 'HelloWorld_HelloWorld_HelloWorld');

end
%---------------------------Modem Sync---------------------------------%
%%
%----------------------------Begin Comm Link----------------------------count = 1;
timeoutCount = 0; %Timeout Counter
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for j=1:1000
%----------------GPS Location Information ---------------------FindGPSLoc = 0;

%Set GPS Flag to take a coordinate

%Read GPS Device Until a Good Point is Taken
while FindGPSLoc ~= 1
GPS_read = fscanf(GPSobj); %Read GPS Data
%Find GPS Data where = GPGGA
if strcmp(GPS_read(2:6),'GPGGA')
GPS_read = strtok(GPS_read); %Read Raw GPS Data
Checksum = GPS_read(end-1:end); %Checksum
Buff = GPS_read(2:end-3);
iLen = length(Buff);
Buffint = double(Buff);
XORVal = 0;
%Verify Checksum
for i = 1:iLen
XORVal = bitxor(Buffint(i),XORVal);
end
Checksum_Check = dec2hex(XORVal);
%Verify GPS Checksum if Correct Take Data Point
if strcmp(Checksum_Check,Checksum)
disp('
GPS Point Taken...');
FindGPSLoc = 1;

%Reset Flag - This implies good GPS point

GPSloc = GPS_read;
time_temp = GPS_read(8:13);
time(j) = str2num(time_temp);
Lat_deg
Lat_min
Lat_sec
Lat_deg
Lat_min
Lat_sec

=
=
=
=
=
=

%Store Time

GPS_read(15:16);
GPS_read(17:18);
GPS_read(20:23);
str2num(Lat_deg);
str2num(Lat_min);
str2num(Lat_sec)/10000;

Lat(j) = Lat_deg + (Lat_min + Lat_sec)/60;
Lon_deg
Lon_min
Lon_sec
Lon_deg
Lon_min
Lon_sec

=
=
=
=
=
=

%Store Lat

GPS_read(28:29);
GPS_read(30:31);
GPS_read(33:36);
str2num(Lon_deg);
str2num(Lon_min);
str2num(Lon_sec)/10000;

Lon(j) = Lon_deg + (Lon_min + Lon_sec)/60;

%Store Lon
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%Plot GPS location of all GPS points taken
if j > 3
LonTemp = [];
LatTemp = [];
LonTemp = (Lon - Lon_Start);
LatTemp = (Lat - Lat_Start);
LonTemp = LonTemp.*57.912;
LatTemp = LatTemp.*69.172;
hold off
figure(1)
plot(-LonTemp,LatTemp,'ok')
hold on
plot(-LonTemp(end),LatTemp(end),'or')
hold on
plot(-LonTemp(end-1),LatTemp(end-1),'og')
hold on
plot(-LonTemp(end-2),LatTemp(end-2),'ob')
axis equal
xlabel('miles')
ylabel('miles')
title('Location Refrenced')
hold off
end % plot if j > 3
end % if strcmp(Checksum_Check,Checksum)
end % if strcmp(GPS_read(2:6),'GPGGA')
end % while FindGPSLoc ~= 1
%Save ALL Lat Lon to .txt File
fprintf(fid3, '%14.10f, %14.10f\n', Lat(j), Lon(j));
%Save ALL Lat Lon to .mat File
save(filename5, 'Lat', 'Lon');
%Save ALL RAW GPS DATA to .txt File
fprintf(fid4, GPS_read);
fprintf(fid4, '\n');
%----------------GPS Location Information---------------------%
%%
%-----------------------Reading Message-----------------------timeout = 0; %Flag if No msg is RX
RXsig = fscanf(TXobj);

%Read From Radio

%if No Msg Increment TimoutCount and set TimeOutFlag
if length(RXsig) == 0
RXsig = 0;
disp('
Timeout...')
timeout = 1;
timeoutCount = timeoutCount + 1;
end
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%if MSG is RX...verify Msg is Correct
if timeout == 0
timeoutCount = 0;
%Verify Msg Length
if length(RXsig) == 32
%Verify Correct Msg
if RXsig == 'HelloWorld_HelloWorld_HelloWorld'
%------------TX Get Power level and Store---------------disp('Correct Message & Length');
%Toggle RTS Pin to go into command mode
TXobj.RequestToSend = 'ON';
TXobj.RequestToSend = 'OFF';
pause(1/10000)
%Request Power Level - Command mode
%fwrite(TXobj, '¶');
%For 900MHz
fwrite(TXobj,156,'uint8')
%For 2.4GHz
Powerlev = fread(TXobj);
PowerLevel(count) = -Powerlev(1);
%Toggle off Command Mode
TXobj.RequestToSend = 'OFF';
TXobj.RequestToSend = 'ON';
pause(1/10000)
%------------TX Get Power level and Store---------------%
%%
%----------------Save Good Data Point-------------------Lat_good(count) = Lat(j);
Lon_good(count) = Lon(j);
temp = ['
Save ', num2str(count),...
', Power Level = ', num2str(PowerLevel(count)),...
', Lat,Lon = ', num2str(Lat_good(count)),',',...
num2str(-Lon_good(count))];
disp(temp)
%Save RawGPS Data To File
fprintf(fid2, GPS_read);
fprintf(fid2, '\n');
%Save Lat Lon Power To File
fprintf(fid1, '%14.10f, %14.10f, %14.10f\n',...
Lat_good(count), Lon_good(count), PowerLevel(count));
%Save Lat Lon Power to mat File
save(filename2, 'Lat_good', 'Lon_good', 'PowerLevel');
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count = count +1;
%------------------Save Good Data Point------------------else
disp('Wrong Message - Correct Length!')
end %if RXsig == 'HelloWorld_HelloWorld_HelloWorld'
else
disp('Wrong Message - Wrong length!')
end %if length(RXsig) == 32
%TX a message regardless of any message errors
fwrite(TXobj, 'HelloWorld_HelloWorld_HelloWorld');
end % timeout == 0
%Received No Message Timing Out and Resending...
if timeout == 1;
if timeoutCount >= 4
fwrite(TXobj, 'HelloWorld_HelloWorld_HelloWorld');
disp('4 Timeouts Reached - Resending Message')
timeoutCount = 0;
end
end
%-----------------------Reading Message------------------------

end
%--------------------------Begin Comm Link--------------------------%Plot Results
figure(2)
plot3(-Lon_good,Lat_good,PowerLevel,'ok')
%Close Ports
fclose(fid1);
fclose(fid2);
fclose(fid3);
fclose(fid4);
fclose(GPSobj)
fclose(TXobj)

